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1.1

Introduction
Scope

The purpose of this manual is to provide instructions to use the AnatomicsRx Solutions for secure
transmission of orders to Anatomics for the production of Patient Specific Implants and Surgical
BioModels.
1.2

Anatomics

Anatomics is a Melbourne based medical device company producing high quality products for
surgeons, medical device companies and hospitals both locally and internationally. Founded in 1996,
the company pioneered 3-dimensional anatomical model construction derived from medical image
data and explored the practical applications in the surgical arena. Anatomics has continued its
innovative software development to facilitate the sending and receiving of orders electronically by
introducing the AnatomicsRx Solutions.
1.3

Company Contacts

Customer Service:

contact@anatomics.com

Order process related enquiries

Production Team:

production@anatomics.com

Design and manufacturing enquiries

Software Team:

support@anatomics.com

Software and IT enquiries

Gibran Maher:

gibran.maher@anatomics.com

International Sales and Training

Office Email:
Office Phone:
Office Fax:

contact@anatomics.com
+61 (0)3 9529 8088
+61 (0)3 9529 8099

1.4

Location

Anatomics is located at:

Warehouse 1, 246 East Boundary Road
Bentleigh East, VIC 3165
Australia

The Company's website is https://www.anatomics.com/
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AnatomicsRx Solutions - Overview

2.1

Overview

AnatomicsRx Solutions provides a step-by-step wizard to electronically request a quote and place
orders for Patient Specific Implants and Surgical BioModels from CT scan data. This interface makes
ordering simple and removes the need to send discs in the mail or complete paper requests. The
web portal is a secure DICOM uploader that allows surgeons, radiographers, nurses, practice
managers and general medical staff to upload multiple CT and MRI scan data for the purpose of the
order.
2.2

How does the system work in a Hospital setting?

The first step is to identify a person to manage the ordering (Order Coordinator) of a product
following the request by a surgeon. Given, AnatomicsRx Solutions is cross platform web application
and can be accessed via web browser it eliminates dependencies over local system requirements &
IT policies.
When the surgeons require a product, they will request a scan from radiology as per the Anatomics
CT scan protocol.
The Order Coordinator adds the following details into the AnatomicsRx Solutions:








Patient Specific Implant or BioModel requirements (i.e. cranial, face, spine)
Patient details
Order Coordinator details
Surgeon details
Delivery details and address
Billing details and address
Patient CT scan

Upon receipt of a request, a new order email is sent to the Order Coordinator and subsequent
emails containing a quotation. The quotation can be printed and used by the surgeon to seek
approval through the appropriate channels within the Hospital. The product is manufactured and
couriered to the required delivery address by the required delivery date. The invoice is sent to the
billing address.
2.3

What are the benefits for the Surgeons and Hospitals?
 Improved accuracy – AnatomicsRx Solutions ensures complete and accurate details are
captured
 Improved turn-around time – Delivery of the order is immediate via an electronic file
upload
 Reduction in administration time – Eliminate the need to complete paper-based forms and
send discs in the mail and faxes to Anatomics.
 When CT scans and a paper-based questionnaire are sent in the mail to Anatomics, delays or
errors can occur when:
o
o

The paper-based order is sent (faxed) separately to the CT scan on disc
The paper-based order does not include all the relevant information. The software
ensures all the required information is captured before allowing you to proceed.
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o
2.4

The CT scan on disc is lost in the mail
The paper-based order is not received due to fax malfunction

Privacy and Confidentiality

AnatomicsRx Solutions collects order details including product requirements and specifications,
order coordinator details, surgeon details, patient details, delivery and billing address.
Data security is pivotal for Anatomics and AnatomicsRx Solutions uses the latest HIPAA compliant
encryption techniques to ensure data is secure both during transmission and at rest.
AnatomicsRx Solutions is integrated with Ambra Health – Enterprise Image exchange platform and
the CT scan upload is processed through the same. Ambra health is a HIPAA compliant healthcare
image exchange platform with below mentioned security features.
•

•
•

SOC 2 compliance for Data centre
FDA Class II viewer
Data centre located within PhoenixNAP in Phoenix, Arizona

For more details on Ambra Healthcare solution, please refer to below mentioned link:
https://ambrahealth.com/platform/infrastructure/compliance/
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3.1

Register & Forgot Password
Register

Visit the link https://solutions.anatomicsrx.com/ to Register
The user can register online and create free Anatomics account to order Custom Implants & Surgical
BioModels.
Step 1: Click on the register link on the Login Page and fill out all the details. All the fields on the
registration page are mandatory.
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Step 2: The user will then receive a Registration email with an account activation link. Click on the
link and the user will be navigated to the “Set Password” page.

Step 3: The user will need to set up their password for the account.
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3.2

Forgot Password

Visit the link https://solutions.anatomicsrx.com/ to login
In case a user has forgot their password, they will be able to use this functionality to reset their
password.
Step 1: Click on the “Forgot Password” link on the Login page. The user will enter their email address
linked to the Anatomics account.
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Step 2: The user will receive an email with a reset password link. Once user clicks on the Reset
Password link, they will be navigated to the “Set Password” page.

Step 3: The user will need to set up their password for the account. Once done, the user will be
ready to process an order.
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AnatomicsRx Solutions

4.1

Login

Visit the link https://solutions.anatomicsrx.com/ to login

4.2

Landing Page

Once the user successfully logs in, they will be able to process below mentioned details.
-

4.2.1

Account
Orders
Log Out

Account

The user will be able to edit their “User Details” (First Name, Last Name & Country) and change their
password
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4.2.2

Orders

When the user clicks on “Orders”, they will be able to view a summary of their previous orders, as
well as track and manage current ones. The functionality of this page is described as follows.
1. Search: The user can search for orders based on Project Number, Patient name or Surgeon
name.
2. Order by: The user can sort orders by Order date, Surgeon name or Patient name in ascending
and descending order.
3. Action Required: The flashing warning signal indicates that the order requires action from the
user.
4. Order details: The user can click on “+” button to expand and view more order information.
5. Order timeline: The user can track their order progress through their order timeline.
6. Review C3DView: The user can access any pending C3DViews by clicking on the link.
7. View Actionable Tasks: The user can view further information about the tasks that require their
input.
8. Upload Scan: The user can re-upload a CT scan for an existing order.
9. Create New Order: The user can process a new order for Custom Implant or Surgical BioModel.

1

2
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5

6
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9

4.2.3

Logout

The user can click on the logout link to disconnect from AnatomicsRx Solutions. Inactive sessions will
be logged out automatically after a set timeout.
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5.1

Create New Order
Product Specification

Click on the “Create New Order” button and then select the desired product.

Implant Specifications
Select the type (anatomy) and material of your Custom Implant along with fixation and additional
options. The user can also provide additional information to define specific surgeon requirements or
information that may assist with production.
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BioModel Specifications
Select the type (anatomy) of BioModel that is required and provide additional information in the edit
field.
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5.2

Patient details

This section allows the user to provide “Patient Information”.
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5.3

Order Coordinator details

This area allows user to complete the order coordinator for the patient case. For the first order, the
user will need to enter order coordinator details, however for subsequent orders; the web
application will pre-populate the fields and the user can edit it, if required.
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5.4

Surgeon details

This section allows the user to fill in Surgeon information for the case. The system stores all the
surgeon’s information used for previous orders and pre-populates the form with the information of
the most recently used surgeon.

Previously used surgeon information can also be loaded by clicking the “Search” button and
selecting the relevant surgeon from the list then closing the pop-up.
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5.5

Delivery details

This section allows user to provide the Delivery details for the case. The system stores all the
Delivery details from the previous orders and pre-populates the form with the most recent delivery
information.

Previously used delivery information can also be loaded by clicking the “Search” button and selecting
the relevant delivery address from the list then closing the pop-up.
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5.6

Billing details

This section allows users to provide the Billing details for the case. The system stores all the Billing
details from the previous orders and pre-populates the form with the most recent billing
information.

Previously used billing information can also be loaded by clicking the “Search” button and selecting
the relevant billing details from the list then closing the pop-up.
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5.7

Preview Order

The User will be able to view the entire Order detail, which allows them to review it before
processing the order. Once reviewed the Order coordinator can click on “Create Order” to send the
data and order details to Anatomics.

6

Uploading Data for Order

After the Order Details are submitted, user would need to upload the CT Scan data for the order.
The user will have the option to select either a CD or folder from which they will upload DICOM data.
In general, a CT Scan disc has a DICOM folder (e.g. folder structure):
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Click “Choose Folder” and select either CD/DVD drive or a folder on your computer which contains
the CT scan data and click on the “Upload” button
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This will scan the sub folders for available CT scan studies and list them for upload

User can select the relevant studies that need to be uploaded. The upload speed can vary based on
the size of the studies and the internet speed on the user’s computer. If an upload is interrupted
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Once the upload is complete, the user can go back to the orders page to track and manage orders.
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Order Procedure & Notification

Once the order has been received by Anatomics, the order coordinator will receive an automated
email confirming receipt of the request.
A sample email is shown below.
From: noreply@anatomics.com
Sent: Thursday, 7 July 2019 3:56 PM
To: jane.citizen@example.com
Subject: Anatomics – Fi.La (DOB: 16/01/1945) – New Order
Dear Jane,
This is an automated email confirming receipt of the following order details:
Order Code:

ABCDEF

Surgeon:

Mary Brown

Organisation:

Anatomics Hospital

Product:

Surgical BioModel

Preferred Date:

2019-Jul-19 (actual delivery date subject to approval)

For orders containing patient CT data, the data upload will have commenced. Please ensure your
computer is connected to the internet until the transfer is complete.
Once all the order data has been received, Anatomics will email a quote within one working day
confirming the data set provided is suitable to manufacture the above product.
Regards,
The Team at Anatomics
http://www.anatomics.com

Anatomics will review the order and scan details and contact you via email by the close of the next
business day confirming the data set is suitable. Once approval or a Purchase Order has been
issued, the order will then move into ‘Production’.

